
Well, for a start, we can be super-flexible. We want to help you build a sustainable 
business, and we know that means being open to change as your customers’ needs evolve. 
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For commercial combined, flexible cover for single or multi location businesses - prepare to be surprised. 

We cover all kinds of business and we’ll work around you too – trading digitally or putting the business  
through offline. Digital Trading is faster and – via iMarket, the major software houses and the Ageas Extranet  
– you’ll find a range of products that are spot on for SMEs. 

Large or small, every fleet owner wants the same thing: round-the-clock confidence their policy will cover 
drivers, just as much as it covers vehicles. (This is a larger fleet policy. For 3-25 vehicles, check out our  
Small Fleet offering.)

24-hour dedicated claims helpline? Check. Cover for a small amount of plant on each policy? Check.  
No limits on the number of vehicles we add to any Fleet policy? Absolutely.

From classic bikes and cars, to sports cars and caravans. Cottages. Non-standard construction homes.  
We’ll take a look at any niche Motor or Home business.

Have a chat with David Taylor on 0773 9615 390 or email him at david.taylor@ageas.co.uk

Our personal lines products reflect people’s real-life experiences. Home, Motor, and Personal Accident 
policies are supported by experienced teams that make a huge difference – where and when it matters.

Commercial or personal, every scheme is unique, but they all have several things in common. We provide 
specialist underwriting expertise, claims reliability, and thoughtful benefits that reflect policyholders’ 
potential risks and needs.
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